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A Passage To India
It became clear this week that repatriation flights for Australians stranded in India would have to resume after May 15, whatever the COVID situation in that country.
Grattan on Friday: Unblocking the passage from India
Since it appeared in 1924, E. M. Forster's A Passage to India has come to be recognized as one of the finest novels of the century. Given the possibilities in the book, it was perhaps inevitable ...
A Passage to India
A “quantum leap” of a digital trade agreement between Brexit Britain and India! That’s the bold claim made by the never-knowingly-undersold UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson following the signing of a ...
A passage from India as tech firms up their footprint in Brexit Britain
"Bribes?" "Did you not know that when they were lent to Central India over a Canal Scheme, some Rajah or other gave her a sewing machine in solid gold so that the water should run through his state?" ...
A Passage to India, Chapter 2
Three of the country’s four sailors to qualify for the Olympics have completed travel formalities but hope the Covid situation does not worsen before their departure.
India’s Tokyo-bound sailors pray for smooth passage to train in Europe
The identification of a new variant of the Covid-19 virus in SA must compel us to ask tough questions about what appears to be lax protocols as far as international travel to our country is concerned.
Virus variants have an easy passage to SA
India’s strategic community was in a frenzy last month after USS John Paul Jones carried out a freedom of navigation exercise near India’s Lakshadweep ...
The U.S. Navy in the Indian Ocean: India’s ‘Goldilocks’ Dilemma
The Indian and Indonesian Navies conducted Passage Exercise (PASSEX) in the southern Arabian sea on Saturday with a focus on further improving their interoperab ...
India, Indonesia navies conduct Passage Exercise
are set to travel to New Delhi to approach the India office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) after a court in the northeastern state of Manipur ordered safe passage for ...
Myanmar nationals given ‘safe passage’ to Delhi to seek UN refuge
On the micro-blogging platform Weibo, the account posted a photo of the Chinese Long March-5B carrier rocket blasting off, alongside a picture of cremation pyres burning at night in India under the ...
A Chinese Communist Party-linked account mocked India's Covid crisis on social media. It backfired
Let us be clear from the outset: what is happening in India right now is mass murder. And it is organized by a man who has practice in such matters. Two images bookend the current crisis and contain ...
Modi’s Pandemic Response in India Is Turning a Profit From Death
India cricketers, support staff and their families are likely to be in hard quarantine in a bio-bubble environment in India before departing to England in the first week of June. India take on New ...
India cricketers to travel with families to England, hard quarantine in India to enable bubble transfer
The teenager killed his father by dropping a boulder on him while he was sleeping, but his mother was also hit and died.
14-Year-Old Mocked By Father Due To Skin Condition Bludgeons Parents To Death
The abrupt suspension of the Indian Premier League (IPL) on Tuesday had several top international cricketers scrambling to return home but it is unlikely to be a smooth passage out of India for many ...
Cricket-Foreign players seek way out of India after IPL suspension
Tanika Gupta's adaptation of EM Forster's novel set against the backdrop of the British Raj and its control on India. The reverberations of the arrest echo around Chandrapore. Broadcast earlier as ...
A Passage to India
He returns to his culture and opens a clinic in Northern India. Years later after the court affair is over, Aziz is able to write Adela. He tells her that he has forgiven her of the false accusation, ...
A Passage to India
While adhering to perhaps 80 per cent of the book's incident, Lean veers very wide of the mark over EM Forster's hatred of the British presence in India, and comes down much more heavily on the ...
A Passage to India
David Lean's studied, plodding, overanalytic direction manages to kill most of the meaning in E.M. Forster's haunting novel of cultural collision in colonial India, reducing Forster's complexities ...
A Passage to India
Tensions become more prevelant as Principal Fielding invites East and West to tea, sparking an ill-considered offer. Read by Samuel West. From 2006. Get the free guide written by Paul Lewis. Use ...
A Passage to India
It became clear this week repatriation flights for Australians stranded in India would have to resume ASAP after May 15, whatever the COVID situation in that country. By going too far in its effort to ...
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